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About Item

1. Exceptional vocal performance: The 673P dynamic microphone provides outstanding vocal
reproduction with its tailored frequency response and enhanced midrange, ensuring clear &
present vocals.

2. Industry-standard: Preferred by performers worldwide, the 673P XLR microphone is the top
choice that breathes life into any performance, whether it's at a Karaoke party or live
performance. Count on 5 Core to have your back.

3. Clarity & care: With its uniform cardioid polar pattern, this dynamic microphone consistently
reproduces every note as intended, consistently delivering warm and crisp sound.

4. Leave background noise behind: Equipped with a spherical mesh grille and built-in pop filter,
the 673P effectively blocks any unwanted noise from interfering with the mix.

5. Drop the mic: Built to withstand the rigors of the road, the 673P microphone boasts durable
construction and a break-resistant XLR cable, ensuring the microphone remains a reliable
companion throughout the toughest performances.

Product Description

Experience exceptional vocal performance with the 5 Core 673P Dynamic Vocal
Microphone. Designed to deliver high-quality vocal reproduction, this microphone
features a tailored frequency response and brightened midrange, ensuring clear and
present vocals that captivate your audience.

The uniform cardioid polar pattern guarantees clarity and warmth, while the spherical
mesh grille and built-in pop filter effectively eliminate background noise. With its
durable construction and break-resistant stand adapter, the 673P is ready to be your
reliable companion, providing outstanding sound quality in every performance.

At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority—a proven track record of delivering the
highest quality product since 1984.



Features

Built to last Versatile Easy to use XLR connection

The 673P dynamic
microphone is built to
withstand the
toughest
performances. With
its durable
construction &
break-resistant cable,
it is the perfect
companion on the
road.

Whether you're
performing live on
stage or in the studio,
the 673P excels in
both environments. It
effectively isolates
between vocals &
instruments, delivering
exceptional sound
quality.

The dynamic
microphone features a
simple &
straightforward
design. Setting it up &
using it is a breeze,
making it a great
choice for both
beginners &
experienced users.

The 673P is easy
to connect with
the included
single XLR cable.
It also has a
convenient
on/off switch for
effortless
control.

Specification: 

● Dynamic Cardioid
● Good reception of the Microphone
● 4.5m coaxial, shielded low-noise cable
● 3-pin professional XLR connector universally matched.
● Best quality grade 1 plastic granules for a professional look
● Metal/Plastic ball with thick foam for shock/dust proofing cartridge.

Package information:

● 1x Dynamic Mi

Usages

The 673P XLR Mic shines on stage.

Ideal for podcasts and broadcasting.

It can be used with Karaoke machines.

Use it for public speaking engagements.



Excellent choice for recording vocals in the studio.

Benefits of products

Warm and crisp sound reproduction.

Excellent for podcasts & broadcasting.

Suitable for both novice and experienced users.

A reliable companion for on-the-road performances.

Uniform cardioid polar pattern for consistent studio quality.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

Excellent rejection of off-axis sound & feedback.

Uniform cardioid pick-up pattern for maximum gain.

Tailored frequency response specifically shaped for vocals.

Metal mesh grille and coated construction resist wear & tear.

Better midrange performance & bass roll-off to control proximity effect.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.



We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Q&A

Question: Is it easy to use?

Answer: Yes, the 673P is easy to use. Just plug in the cable and start using it.

Question: Is this mic suitable for public speaking?

Answer: Yes, this dynamic microphone is well-suited for public speaking.

Question: Is the microphone durable?

Answer: Yes, the dynamic microphone is built with durable construction and a
break-resistant cable, making it the perfect companion for musicians on the road.



Question: What makes the 673P dynamic microphone stand out?

Answer: The 673P dynamic microphone stands out with its exceptional vocal
reproduction, thanks to its tailored frequency response and brightened midrange.

Question: Is the microphone suitable for live performance?

Answer: Absolutely! This XLR microphone is versatile and excels in both live
performances and studio recordings. Its ability to effectively isolate between vocals
and instruments makes it a great choice for various environments.


